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This paper presents an optimal method to tune the Proportional, Integral and Derivative (PID) controller
for a hydraulic turbine coupled with the corresponding Transient Droop Compensator (TDC). The pro-
posed methodology is based on the Desired Time Response Specification (DTRS) of the input guide vane
servomotor that includes typical rate limiters and gain saturation in power plants. Therefore, the problem
consists of adjusting both the parameters of the controller and compensator such as the time response
remains close to the specified one. To avoid suboptimal solutions at local minimum points, it is necessary
to solve the resulting non linear problem in two steps: (i) firstly, solve a linear programming (LP) to deter-
mine the values of PID&TDC block using state space representation to match the input and output time
responses specifications and (ii) determine the final values of the PID and TDC parameters using the pre-
vious results in a new non linear programming. The proposed methodology has presented the advantage
of tuning the PID coordinated with the TDC spending low computational time. The results show that the
performance of the method covers a wide range of operating conditions of the system. Comparisons were
also made with existing methods in the literature to show the effectiveness of the proposed methodology.

� 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Introduction

One of the most important roles in power system operation is to
maintain a continuous energy power supply to the consumers con-
sidering quality and security requirements. This objective is
achieved by matching the total generation with the total load by
using the well known Load Frequency Control (LFC) [1], which is
responsible to eliminate the frequency deviation and to maintain
the active power flow in tie lines in specified values. As the power
demanded by the loads change, the system can have several equi-
librium points to operate in steady state. The LFC has to assure that
the system dynamical behaviour, in the transition between the
reachable equilibrium points, respect some requirements such as
minimum oscillations. To achieve these tasks the Proportional
and Integral (PI) controller has been widely used and recently the
Proportional, Integral and Derivative (PID) controller has been
studied to improve the results of the LFC design [2].

In terms of control techniques for the LFC design, the modern
optimal control theory allows the calculation of the control system
parameters with respect to a given performance criterion as
described in [3]. However, its feasibility requires the availability
of all the state variables to generate the feedback signal, which is
possible if the system state vector is observable from the area mea-
surements [4,5].

The adaptive method is characterized by designing the control-
lers in order to make them less sensitive to changes in plant
parameters and to non-modelled dynamics. The self-tuning con-
trollers are designed to track the operating point of the system
updating the controller parameters to achieve an optimum perfor-
mance [6,7]. Despite the promising results achieved by adaptive
controllers, the control algorithms are complicated and require
on line system model identification. These efforts seem unrealistic,
since it is difficult to achieve them [4].

The Robust control design approaches [8,9] have been tested in
the LFC design and they allow utilization of physical understanding
of power systems and to consider some uncertainties for the syn-
thesis procedure. However, large model size and the elaborate
organizational structure of power systems make their direct utili-
zation on these systems too difficult.

Another class of methods for the LFC problem is the intelligent
approaches using soft computing techniques as well as artificial
neural network (ANN) [10], fuzzy logic [11–13], genetic algorithm
(GA) [14,15], particle swarm optimization (PSO) [16,17] and bacte-
ria foraging optimization [18].

http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.ijepes.2014.12.071&domain=pdf
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijepes.2014.12.071
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As well discussed in these references, the LFC regulator based on
nominal system parameters values is certainly not suitable result-
ing in a degraded system dynamic performance and sometimes
also in the loss of system stability. Thus, the design of a LFC with
adequate performance requires the tuning of the controller param-
eters to maintain the frequency even under system condition vari-
ations. This problem becomes more important in hydraulic plants
because the water starting time parameter (TW ) of the hydro tur-
bine is dependent of the active load condition and also requires a
Transient Droop Compensator (TDC) to minimize the inverse
response characteristic. In addition, the load damping ratio (D) var-
ies with the active load operating point leading the load and
machine oscillations to other mode shape.

In the literature, it is possible to find some works that deal with
the LFC control design considering hydraulic turbines. Ref. [19]
considers the hydro turbine dynamics represented by a non mini-
mum phase system and the generation constraints but it not con-
siders the variation of TW or D with the load. Work [16] used the
non minimum phase system representation and it has considered
the generation constraint but has not computed the variation of
TW and D with the active load condition. Article [20] had studied
the effects of the variation of other parameters of the system to test
the robustness of their method, although the parameters consid-
ered has not taken in account the variation of TW and D with the
load condition. In [21], the dependence of TW with the load was
considered, but the authors tested only the worst case scenario
considering the value of TW for the maximum load condition.

As already described, the revised works have not been dealing
with variation of both parameters TW and D along the active load
condition. It is also common in literature to tune the PID controller
separately from the transient droop compensator. Seeking for a
faster and more efficient methodology for Load Frequency Control
(LFC), this paper presents the development of a novel control
design approach named Desired Time Response Specification
(DTRS) technique based on the input guide vane servomotor
(IGVS). This feature results in the following advantages:

(i) the action of the IGVS device is specified for having smooth
movements without physically impact in the gate. It must
be emphasized that this specification is part of the control
design process, and the same desired output behaviour
may be applied to hydraulic power plants with different
capabilities;

(ii) one of the main advantages of the proposed methodology is
that the proportional-integral and derivative gains of the PID
controller, the dash-pot constant and temporary drop of the
TDC are tuned together. This approach results in a lower sta-
bilization time with reduced impact on IGVS;

(iii) the PID and TDC can be tuned considering different opera-
tional point conditions, where both the water time delay
(TW ) and load damping (D) vary together in a large range;

(iv) the performance of the DTRS method is suitable to operate
interconnected power systems, even for abrupt changes in
load conditions;

(v) as the DTRS design is to specify just the time response of a
physical variable, it allows different analysis without deep
knowledge in control techniques.

Standard LFC design

This section presents the standard LFC by using the PID control-
ler for a hydro turbine with transient drop compensator (TDC).
Considering small deviation of the frequency, the turbine and the
corresponding speed governor control can be represented as a
linearized block diagram. Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of control
for an isolated hydro turbine power system.

where:

TR Dash-pot constant or Reset time in sec;
Rt Temporary droop parameter. Rt can range from 0.01 to 1.2;
Rp Permanent governor speed regulation parameter. Rp is usu-

ally equal to 0.05;
DTC Represents the output of the transient compensator or the

gate servo input (pu-Mw);
TG Speed governor time constant in sec;

DGV Speed valve of the governor (pu-Mw);
1
R Droop characteristic (pu-Mw/Hz);

Tw Water starting time in sec;
DPL Active power load perturbation (pu-Mw);
DPG Active power generation (pu-Mw);
Tps Power system time constant Tps ¼ 2�H

D�f ; f ¼ 60 Hz ;
H Machine inertia in sec;
D Loading damping ratio (pu-Mw/Hz);

DFR Frequency variation (Hz);
Kps Power system gain (Hz/pu-Mw); Kps ¼ 1

D;

_Xopen; close
GV

The speed valve limiter;

Xopen; close
GV

The position valve limiter.

A supplementary control action must be used to maintain the
nominal value of the frequency. The (PID) controller has been
investigated for this task. In order to reduce the noise effect the
PID design can be set as:

PIDðsÞ ¼ KP þ
KI

s
þ KD � s

1þ s � TD
ð1Þ

Where KP ;KI and KD are the proportional, integral and derivative
gains, respectively. TD is the derivative filter constant that is used
to avoid the noise effect. The design of any supplementary control-
ler for a one machine system is the best place to begin an evaluation
of the PID controller. After that the global performance is assessed
for a two machine system.

As well known, the hydro turbine having a positive zero result-
ing in a non minimum phase characteristic leading to inverse out-
put of the turbine. For this reason, the system may become
unstable for traditional gains. Then, a Transient Droop Compensa-
tor (TDC) should be included in the speed regulator to improve the
stability of the plant. Usually, the TDC parameters have been calcu-
lated as proposed in Ref. [1]:

Rt ¼ 2:3� 0:15ðTw � 1:0Þ½ �: Tw

2H
ð2aÞ

TR ¼ 5:0� 0:50ðTw � 1:0Þ½ �:Tw ð2bÞ
Proposed PID and TDC tuning

The proposed formulation has five variables that need to be
determined at the same time, KP;KI and KD of the PID controller
and TR and Rt of the transient droop compensator. In this work,
the derivative filter constant (TD) is considered equal to 0.01 as
suggested in [22]. For the application of the proposed methodol-
ogy, the standard representation of Fig. 1 should be redrawn as
shown in Fig. 2. It can be seen that the new third order block
includes the droop characteristic, PID and TDC.



Fig. 1. Block diagram of an isolated system with PID controller.

Fig. 2. Modified block diagram of an isolated system.
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From comparing the block diagrams of Figs. 1 and 2, the follow-
ing equations are obtained:

A0 ¼ KI ð3aÞ
A1 ¼ TD � KI þ KPDesign

þ TR � KI ð3bÞ
A2 ¼ KD þ TD � ðKPDesignÞ þ TR � KPDesign

þ TR � TD � KI ð3cÞ
A3 ¼ TR � KD þ TR � TD � KPDesign

ð3dÞ

B2 ¼ TD þ TR �
Rt

Rp
ð3eÞ

B3 ¼ TD � TR �
Rt

Rp
ð3fÞ

KPDesign
¼ KP þ

1
R

ð3gÞ

After a disturbance in the system, an increase in the active
power load (DPL) for example, the output of the transient compen-
sator (DTC) varies towards restoring the balance between load and
generation. The behaviour of the (DTC) should be smooth to avoid
saturation in the gate servo movement (DGV ) of the speed governor.
Considering this aspect, the proposed method is based on the spec-
ification of the time domain response behaviour of the (DTC). For
this purpose, the specified (DTC) curve is obtained for a basic plant
data showed in Appendix A and it can be used to tune both PID and
TDC for any other plant. The process of obtaining (DTC) is described
in Appendix B.

It can be emphasise that from the specified (DTC) the frequency
deviation (DFR), for any hydro plants, can be easily obtained by
using numerical integration resulting in a time domain input of
the PID&TDC block. In other words, from this point it has the
input(DFR) and output(DTC) signals of the PID&TDC block. Conse-
quently, the resulting optimization problem consists of determin-
ing the parameters of the third order block that has the designed
input and output signals.

To calculate the parameters A0; . . . ;A3;B2 and B3, the third order
PID&TDC block should be represented by using state-space sys-
tems which does not involve derivative terms. The transfer func-
tion referred to the PID&TDC block is formulated in Eq. (4). By
dividing both sides of Eq. (4) by s3 (5):
DFR � ðA3 � s3 þ A2 � s2 þ A1 � sþ A0Þ ¼ DTC � ðB3 � s3 þ B2 � s2 þ sÞ ð4Þ

DFR � A3 þ A2 �
1
s
þ A1 �

1
s2 þ A0 �

1
s3

� �
¼ DTC � B3 þ B2 �

1
s
þ 1

s2

� �
ð5Þ

Rearranging (5) yields in Eq. (6) that can be represented in block
diagram as shown in Fig. 3, where DFR1 is equal to the integration
of DFR and so on. It can be emphasize that all vectors DTC and DFR

in Eq. (6) have the same numbers of elements as stated in Appendix
B.

DFR � A3 þ DFR1 � A2 þ DFR2 � A1 þ DFR3 � A0 � DTC1 � B2 � DTC2

¼ DTC � B3 ð6Þ

After obtaining all vectors of Eq. (6), it is possible to calculate the
parameters A0 . . .A3; B2 and B3 by using the linear programming for-
mulation to take adjustable input and output signals. In this way,
the optimization problem can be formulated as shown in Eqs.
(7a)–(7f).

min Te1 ¼
Xm

k¼1

ðRLk
þ RRk

Þ ð7aÞ

Subject to :

DFRk
� A3 þ DFR1k

� A2 þ DFR2k
� A1 þ DFR3k

� A0 � DTC1k
� B2 � DTC2k

� DTCk
� B3 � RLk

þ RRk
¼ 0 ð7bÞ

Ali 6 Ai 6 Auiði ¼ 0;1;2;3Þ ð7cÞ
Blj 6 Bj 6 Bujðj ¼ 2;3Þ ð7dÞ
RLk

P 0 ð7eÞ
RRk

P 0 ð7fÞ

where

Te1 Total error of the fitting from linear programming;
m Number of equality constraints that is equal to the DTC length;
RR Vector of right residue in the Rm subspace;
RL Vector of left residue in the Rm subspace;
Ali Lower limit of parameters Ai;

Aui Upper limit of parameters Ai;
Blj Lower limit of parameters Bj;

Buj Upper limit of parameters Bj.



Fig. 3. PID&TDC block in state-space representation.
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The lower and the upper limits of Ai and Bj are obtained by
using Eqs. (3a)–(3f) considering the minimum and maximum val-
ues of variables from PID and TDC, respectively. These values will
be given hereafter. The minimum value of the objective function
corresponds to the best fitting of all Ai and Bj. It is important to
mention that this problem is a linear programming (LP), so its solu-
tion requires low computational effort. This paper has been used
the MATLAB� optimization toolbox based on a linear interior point
solver [23], which is a variant of the Mehrotra’s predictor–correc-
tor algorithm [24].

Once Ai and Bj have been determined, the values of the PID con-
troller (KP ;KI and KD) and the compensator (Rt and TR) can be cal-
culated by Eqs. (3a)–(3g). However, the analytical solution to this
system may not be obtained within the range of the variables
because the parameters Ai and Bj are an approximation. Therefore,
the PID and TDC variables can be calculated by solving a Non Linear
Programming (NLP) problem related with the least square devia-
tion that have no equality constraints as shown in Eqs. (8a)–(8f).

min Te2 ¼
X6

n¼1

ðDEVnÞ2 ð8aÞ

Subject to :

0 6 KPDesign
6 5:0 ð8bÞ

0 6 KI 6 5:0 ð8cÞ
0 6 KD 6 5:0 ð8dÞ
0:001 6 TR 6 9:0 ð8eÞ
0:01 6 Rt 6 1:2 ð8fÞ

where Te2 is the total error of the fitting from non linear program-
ming. In addition, the minimum and maximum values of the PID
and TDC variables come from their usual limits and:

DEV1 ¼ A0 � KI ð9aÞ
DEV2 ¼ A1 � ðTD � KI þ KPDesign

þ TR � KIÞ ð9bÞ
DEV3 ¼ A2 � ðKD þ TD � KPDesign

þ TR � KPDesign
þ TR � TD � KIÞ ð9cÞ

DEV4 ¼ A3 � ðTR � KD þ TR � TD � KPDesign
Þ ð9dÞ

DEV5 ¼ B2 � TD þ TR �
Rt

Rp

� �
ð9eÞ

DEV6 ¼ B3 � TD � TR �
Rt

Rp

� �
ð9fÞ

As this problem is a non linear programming with only five
optimization variables (KP ;KI;KD;Rt and TR) and without equality
constraints, its solution can be easily found with small computa-
tional effort. This paper has been used the MATLAB� optimization
toolbox based on a non linear interior point algorithm [25]. The
solution of this optimization problem can found the optimal PID
and TDC parameters that are able to operate the hydro plant within
the specified devices conditions.

In addition, it is recognized that both water starting time of the
hydro turbine (TW ) and the active load damping (D) vary according
to the active power load. In this sense, it becomes necessary to
adjust the PID and TDC to ensure proper operation of the system
for multiple Operating Condition (oc). In the proposed methodol-
ogy, this is accomplished through three steps:

(i) Solve the linear optimization problem (LP) that have been
described in (7a)–(7f) to find both Aoc

i and Boc
j parameters for

each operating condition. This step uses the unique specified
(DTC) and corresponding (Doc

FR) for each operating condition;
(ii) For each pair (Aoc

i ;B
oc
j ), simulate the system by using numer-

ical integrations and get the new input (Doc
FR) and output (Doc

TC)
signals for all operating points;

(iii) Solve the Extend Linear Programming (ELP) as outlined in
Eqs. (10a)–(10f) to find the unique Ai and Bj capable to match
all the input and output signals. It should be reinforced that
it is not necessary to compute all points of the input (Doc

FR)
and output (Doc

TC) signals to take the solution of LP (10a)–
(10f) being enough to consider only two-thirds of the
corresponding part of the tail of the curves.
min Te3 ¼
Xnoc

oc¼1

Xm

k¼1

Roc
Lk
þ Roc

Rk

� �
ð10aÞ

Subject to :

Doc
FRk
� A3 þ Doc

FR1k
� A2 þ Doc

FR2k
� A1 þ Doc

FR3k
� A0 � Doc

TC1k
� B2

� Doc
TC2k
� Doc

TCk
� B3 � Roc

Lk
þ Roc

Rk
¼ 0 ð10bÞ

Ali 6 Ai 6 Auiði ¼ 0;1;2;3Þ ð10cÞ
Blj 6 Bj 6 Bujðj ¼ 2;3Þ ð10dÞ
RLk

P 0 ð10eÞ
RRk

P 0 ð10fÞ
In this formulation noc represents the number of the operation con-
dition. It should be stressed that using the values of Ai and Bj

obtained from the solution of problem (10a)–(10f), the final values
of the PID and TDC parameters can be taken by solving the NLP
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Eqs. (8a)–(8f). These values are adjusted to operate the power hydro
plants in many active power loads conditions.
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Fig. 5. DTC1 and DTC2 coefficients.

Table 1
Solution of problem (7a)–(7f).

Te1 A3 A2 A1 A0 B2 B3

1:4� 10�9 1:5� 10�3 0.2526 0.1642 0.0203 0.0158 5:82:10�5

Table 2
Solution of problem (8a)–(8f).

Te2 KI KPDesign
KD Rt (%) TR

1:43� 10�6 0.0203 0.1639 0.2508 27.7715 0.0011
The LFC results for single machine power systems

This section presents an analysis considering a single machine
power plant to explain the proposed DTRS approach and verify
its robustness related to simultaneous parameter variations (Tw

and D). The results are compared with the Maximum Peak Reso-
nance Specification (MPRS) based method presented in [21] where
the goal was just the PID tuning.

Case-A: Tutorial analysis

In this tutorial case, the goal is to demonstrate the DTRS tech-
nique in a well-known power plant. The DTRS uses the Time
Response Specification (TRS) of the input guide vane servomotor
(DTC) for tuning both the PID and TDC. The power plant data and
the process of obtaining the TRS are shown, respectively in Appen-
dices A and B.

From the specified DTC showed in Fig. 19 and using numerical
integration based on trapezoidal approximation, the corresponding
DFR is obtained as shown in Fig. 20. DFR and DTC are the coefficients
of A3 and B3 in Eq. (7b), respectively. The corresponding coeffi-
cients of A2;A1 and A0 are shown in semi-log scale in Fig. 4 as well
as the coefficients DTC1 and DTC2 are displayed in Fig. 5. From this
point the linear program can be solved to find the optimal values
of Ai and Bj that minimize (7a).

Table 1 shows the optimal values of Ai and Bj that have matched
the input DFR and the output DTC signals. As expected in this case,
the Total error (Te1) of the fitting is almost zero because in this
study the same plant is matched.

From the values of Ai and Bj the proposed approach is able to
solve the non linear optimization problem (8a)–(8f) to find the
adjustable values of the PID controller and TDC compensator as
show in Table 2. In this case the Total error (Te2) is equal to
1:43� 10�6. As the minimal value of the time reset (TR) is equal
to 0.001, the optimization has found (TR ¼ 0:0011) and
(Rt ¼ 27:7715%) instead the null values from the original plant.

Case-B: Time simulation equal to 100 s

Another simulation is carried out using the same hydro plant
data showed in Appendix A. In this case the purpose is to deter-
mine the new TDC and PID to reduce the initial open speed gover-
nor gate. As described in Appendix A, it can be obtained by using
0 10 20 30 40 50 60
10−8

10−6

10−4

10−2

100

102

104

106

time (sec)

H
z

ΔFR−1

ΔFR−2

ΔFR−3

Fig. 4. DFR1;DFR2 and DFR3 coefficients.
the same DTC considering simulation time T ¼ 100 seconds, see
Fig. 21. In other words, the hydro plant will have more time to
accommodate initial variations, reducing the impact of regulator
actions and increasing stabilization. Following the same steps pre-
viously stated, the proposed approach solve the LP (7a)–(7f) and
the NLP (8a)–(8f) to find the new parameters of PID and TDC, as
shown in Table 3. The errors are close to zero and the parameters
of PID and TDC were modified resulting in a new behaviour belong
the time.

Fig. 6 shows the initial output of DTC for both DTRS and MPRS
methods. It can be observed that adding the Transient Droop Com-
pensator (TDC) reduces the action of DTC as well as the initial
behaviour of the speed governor gate as shown in Fig. 7.

Another advantage of the adjustment of both PID and TDC can
be seen in Fig. 8.When DTRS is used, the variation of DPG presents
a reduction in the inverse response of the hydro turbine. The
inverse-response characteristic associated with 20 MW raise in
active power load lead to a DPG sank 14 MW for MPRS and
12 MW for DTRS. This 2 MW represents an energy saving of
14.28% between two methods. Even the DTRS has reduced the ini-
tial controller’s action the result of steady state was not degraded
as shown in Fig. 9.

Case-C: Simulation results for different hydro power plants

This case study shows the application of the proposed method-
ology to regulate a hydraulic plant that has the Nominal Power
Table 3
New adjustable PID and TDC for NP = 1000 MW: Case-B.

Te1 Te2 KI KPDesign
KD Rt (%) TR

1� 10�5 1� 10�12 0.0184 0.1494 0.2598 5.8304 0.9754
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(NP) equal to 350 MW. It can be stressed that this (NP) is too differ-
ent of the basic (1000 MW) power plant used as standard in the
Appendix B. The parameters are as follows:
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Fig. 7. Initial behaviour of speed governor gate.
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Fig. 8. Total DPG oscillations.

System 350 MW: TG ¼ 0:5 TW ¼ 3:0
H ¼ 5 D% ¼ 1
Being the active power load (PL) a percentage of NP, the fre-
quency (f) equal to 60 Hz and the limiter values the same of the
standard, these parameters referred in the base power equal to
Rp ¼ 0:05 TD ¼ 0:01
NP ¼ 350 MW PL ¼ 0:75 � NP DPL ¼ 0:02 � NP
(BP) = 100 MV A results:

D ¼ D% � PL
BP � f ¼ 1:

0:75 � 350
100 � 60

¼ 0:0437 pu-MW=Hz

H ¼ H � NP
BP
¼ 5 � 350

100
¼ 17:5 s

Kps ¼
1
D
¼ 22:8833 Hz=pu-MW

Tps ¼
2H

D � f ¼
35

0:0437 � 60
¼ 13:33 s

1
R
¼ 1

Rp
� NP
BP � f ¼ 20 � 350

100 � 60
¼ 1:1667 pu-MW=Hz

DPL ¼ 0:02 � NP
BP
¼ 0:07 pu�MW

ð11Þ
_Xopen
GV ¼ 0:16 � 350

100
¼ 0:56; _Xclose

GV ¼ 0:16 � 350
100

¼ 0:56;

Xopen
GV ¼ 0:1 � 350

100
¼ 0:35; Xclose

GV ¼ 0:1 � 350
100

¼ 0:35:

To use the proposed approach, it is necessary to specify DTC

property to respond to 0.07 pu-MW in load variation
(DPL ¼ 0:07 pu-MW). In this case, the specified DTC is obtained by
simulating the basic plant of Appendix A considering the load var-
iation equal to a 0.07 pu-MW and T = 60 s. The specified DTC is sim-
ilar to that showed in Fig. 19 and it is obtained by simply replacing
the (y) axis values. Using this just DTC and numerical integration,
the corresponding DFR for this 350 MW power plant is obtained
as shown in Fig. 10. Therefore, using DFR as input and DTC as output
of the PID&TDC block, the DTRS technique find a set of tuned values
for the PID and TDC to control the 350 MW power plant property.

To achieve this goal the problems (7a)–(7f), (8b)–(8f) PID and
TDC that is able to match DFR and DTC curves. Table 4 shows the
results for this simulation whose errors are close to zero and the
parameters of PID and TDC were modified according to the new
power plant characteristic. Fig. 11 shows the DTC deviation for both
the specified(standard) and 350 MW power plants. These results
show that the proposed approach was able to tune both the PID
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Table 4
PID and TDC tuning for NP = 350 MW: Case-C.

Te1 Te2 KI KPDesign
KD Rt (%) TR

3:0� 10�3 2:0� 10�10 0.0063 0.1309 0.6357 20.6099 1.8566

Table 5
Operation conditions.

OC PL ¼ %NP Tw Dðpu-MW=HzÞ Kps ¼ 1=D Tps

1 90 5.0 0.0525 19.0476 11.1111
2 80 4.0 0.0467 21.4286 12.5000
3 75 3.0 0.0437 22.8833 13.3333
4 70 2.0 0.0408 24.4898 14.2857
5 65 1.0 0.0379 26.3736 15.3846

Table 6
PID and TDC tuning for each operation conditions.

OC KD KI KPDesign
Rt (%) TR (s)

1 0.8599 0.0053 0.1361 27.4789 2.7056
2 0.7491 0.0055 0.1287 24.1752 2.2753
3 0.6357 0.0063 0.1309 20.6099 1.8566
4 0.5143 0.0075 0.1414 16.7077 1.4150
5 0.4048 0.0096 0.1707 15.3075 0.6823
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and TDC by using a different power plant. In other words, any plant
can be adjusted to follow the behaviour of another known plant.

Sensitivity analysis

It is known that the water starting time (Tw) and the load damp-
ing (D) change along with active power load variation, which may
lead to a performance degradation in the plant. The variation of
parameter D affect the power system gain (Kps), which can cause
degradation in the stead state response. In addition, the variation
of the parameter Tw changes the position of the positive zero influ-
encing dynamic behaviour. To avoid this situation, PID and TDC
should be tuned considering various operating point condition
(oc). Therefore, another simulation is carried out in which the
active power load (PL) varies from 90% to 65% of the Nominal
Power (NP) capacity of the 350 MW power plant. These operating
points represent the heavy and medium load, respectively. This
paper adopts the variation of Tw according to the PL condition as
shown in Table 5. In addition, Table 5 also presents the correspond-
ing values of D;Kps and Tps. It can be observed that both Tw and D
decrease as well as PL.

In Case-C stated before, the 350 MW power plant has been
tuned for the operation condition number 3. Therefore, in this sen-
sitivity analysis, the proposed methodology uses this operating
point as well as standard condition DTC as shown in Fig. 11. So
the DTC responds to 0.07 pu-MW in load variation (DPL ¼ 0:07 pu-
MW) for all operating conditions.

After obtaining the corresponding (Doc
FR) from DTC , it is necessary

to solve the optimization problems (7a)–(7f), (8b)–(8f) for each
operating point stated in Table 5, resulting in adjustable PID and
TDC as showed in Table 6.

Although each setting is the best for its operating point, it is
necessary to determine a unique PID and TDC setting to control this
hydro plant in all operation conditions. The proposed problems
(10a)–(10f), (8b)–(8f) are adequate to treat this issue and the solu-
tion brings the adjusted PID controller and TDC compensator, as
shown in Table 7. The unique PID and TDC tuning has tested for
all operation condition of Table 5 resulting in suitable perfor-
mance. In addition, it was tested in extreme operation points con-
sidering light and heavy (oc ¼ 1) active power load. For light load,
Tw ¼ 0:1 s and PL = 10% of NP were adopted. Fig. 12 shows the fre-
quency deviations corresponding to the both light and heavy active
power loads where the behaviour can be considered suitable for
these extreme operating points.
Computational aspects

As stated before, the proposed methodology has broken the PID
and TDC tuning down into two optimization problems to avoid a
large non linear quadratic problem. The first problem has spent
low computational time because it has been written as a linear
program and solved by using the Interior Point Method of the MAT-
LAB� ToolBox called linprog. The advantage of using linear pro-
gramming is related to a convex region close to a viable
operating point. So, even under about a thousand linear con-
straints, the problems (7a)–(7f), (10b)–(10f) spend about two sec-
onds to find the solution.

The second optimization problem is a non linear programming,
but it has only five variables without constraints resulting in an
easily problem to be solved that has a negligible computational
time.



Table 7
Unique PID and TDC tuning for all operation conditions.

KD KI KPDesign
Rt (%) TR

0.6815 0.0059 0.1277 22.0624 2.0651
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The LFC results for two-area power systems

Another simulation was carried out considering a two-area
interconnected power system to test the tie line performance
when the DTRS technique has been used to tune PID and TDC.
The results will be compared with the MPRS method. The two
systems are the same ones tested before: the 1000 MW and the
350 MW systems refereed in the base power BP = 100 MV A. A set
of perturbations DPL1000 ¼ þ100 MW and DPL350 ¼ �35 MW are
considered.

The PID and TDC parameters for the 350 MW system are
showed in Table 4 and they are used for both DTRS and MPRS
Fig. 13. Block diagram for
methods. For the 1000 MW system, the DTRS adopts the PID and
TDC as shown in Table 3 and MPRS uses the PID parameters
described in Appendix A.

To remove the area control error (ACE) after the disturbance,
this work adopted the same control strategy proposed in Ref.
[21]. In this case the frequency bias (B) are setted equal to one
for both systems and the tie line deviation (DPtie) receives an inte-
gral action and it is included in the summation after the PID con-
troller by using the tie line feedback gain (g1) equal to 0.1 for the
1000 MW system. For the 350 MW system, the present paper pro-
poses the tie line feedback gain (g2) equal to 0.035 corresponding
to its proportional capacity. Fig. 13 shows the block diagram for
these interconnected systems, where the 1000 MW and the
350 MW power plants are represented by system 1 and 2 respec-
tively. The tie line parameter (T12) is considered equal to 0.15.

The simulation results show the effectiveness of DTRS technique
for both dynamic and steady state condition. Results will be pre-
sented only for the system 1 due to the fact that it is controlled
by both DTRS and MPRS, providing a suitable comparison case
two machine system.
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scenario. Fig. 14 shows the action of DTC during the first 30 s simula-
tion. The PID and Transient Droop Compensator (TDC) evaluated in
DTRS reduces the impact and oscillations of the DTC when compared
with MPRS. These conditions results in smoother speed governor
gate variation as shown in Fig. 15. Considering that these variables
represents a mechanical system, any reduction of impact and oscil-
lations are attractive because they increase the equipments lifetime.
Fig. 16 shows the variation of DPG. The inverse response of the
hydraulic turbine was reduced from 67 MW in MPRS to 57 MW
in the DTRS approach. In this case, the DTRS was able to prevent
10 MW of inverse response and it also reduced the hydraulic tur-
bine power oscillations.

Fig. 17 presents the tie line oscillation after the disturbances
(DPtie12) for both tuning DTRS and MPRS. As the load increases in
system 1, the DPtie is negative until it recovers the load-generation
equilibrium.

As shown in Fig. 18, the frequency deviations were minimized
with a maximum deviation of 0.035 Hz. Although the results were
almost the same, the oscillations have been lower for DTRStech-
nique. These results show that the proposed PID and TDC tuning
is also suitable to control interconnected power systems without
frequency mismatches and tie line oscillations in steady state.
Concluding remarks

This paper presented a new approach for tuning both PID con-
troller and Transient Droop Compensator (TDC) in Load Frequency
Control (LFC) of hydro turbine problems. The proposed methodol-
ogy is based on a Desire Time Response Specification (DTRS) of the
Input Guide Vane Servomotor (IGVS). From the results presented in
this paper, the following main aspects can be emphasized:

– the proposed IGVS specification yielded satisfactory perfor-
mance for the analysis of two hydraulic plants considering dif-
ferent operating points where both water time delay (TW ) and
load damping (D) varied together in a large range;

– the IGVS device response always presented a smooth action,
reducing the impact on the gate and, therefore, improving its
lifetime;

– reduced oscillations and stabilization time were obtained
because the proportional-integral and derivative gains of the
PID controller, the dash-pot constant, and the temporary droop
of the TDC were tuned together;

– even with abrupt changes in active power load, the performance
of the DTRS method presented suitable operative conditions in
an interconnected system for both dynamic and steady state;

– the proposed DTRS approach spent low computational time to
tuning both PID and TDC.

It is also important to mention that the proposed method was
compared with the MPRS approach and it was demonstrated that
the DPRS, with the same project controller design, covered a wider
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range of operating conditions including interconnected power
systems.

As discussed in the paper, the proposed methodology presented
very good qualitative and quantitative results. Besides, its design
approach, namely to specify a time response output, is easily
understood for field engineers.
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Appendix A

The typical hydro power plant proposed in Ref. [1] is used in
this paper to show the main aspects of the proposed technique.
In addition, the PID controller described in Ref. [21], where the
transient droop compensator was not considered, is used to com-
pare the results. The parameters are given in MVA base equal to
the Nominal Power (NP ¼ 1000 MW) and the Power Load (PL)
demand was considered equal to NP. The data are as follows:

TG ¼ 0:2 TW ¼ 4:0 2H ¼ 6 D% ¼ 1 Rp ¼ 0:05

1=R ¼ 20 DPL ¼ 0:02pu

The PID controller proposed in [21] are:

TD ¼ 0:01 KI ¼ 0:122 KD ¼ 1:5 KPDesign ¼ 0:983

Rtð%Þ ¼ 0 TR ¼ 0

The limiter values are [1,21,26]:

_Xopen
GV ¼ 0:16 _Xclose

GV ¼ 0:16 Xopen
GV ¼ 0:1 Xclose

GV ¼ 0:1

These parameters referred in Base Power (BP) equal to
100 MV A results:

D¼D% � PL
BP � f ¼1 � 1000

100 �60
¼0:1667; H¼H �NP

BP
¼3 �1000

100
¼30;

Kps¼
1
D
¼100 �60

1000
¼6:0; Tps¼

2H
D � f ¼

60
0:1667 �60

¼6:0;

1
R
¼ 1

Rp
� NP
BP � f ¼20 � 1000

100 �60
¼3:3333; DPL¼0:02 �NP

BP
¼0:2 pu;

KPID¼KPID �
NP

BP � f Resulting in : KI ¼0:0203 KD¼0:2500

and KPDesign¼0:1638

_Xopen
GV ¼ 0:16 � 1000

100
¼ 1:6; _Xclose

GV ¼ 0:16 � 1000
100

¼ 1:6;

Xopen
GV ¼ 0:1 � 1000

100
¼ 1; Xclose

GV ¼ 0:1 � 1000
100

¼ 1:
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Fig. 21. DTC deviation for T = 100.
Appendix B

This appendix shows the process to calculate the basic (DTC) in
time domain. This paper has chosen the trapezoidal integration
methods where the step h is considered equal to h ¼ 0:05 and
the time of simulation T ¼ 60 s were adopted. Using the system
data and PID controller described above, the basic (DTC) vector will
have 1200 elements. Fig. 19 shows the basic (DTC) behaviour that
will be used to tune any hydro plants discussed in this paper.

Fig. 20 shows the frequency deviation (DFR) in Hz for this hydro
plants. It can be emphasized that only (DTC) curve will be specified
in the proposed approach. In other words, using the same (DTC) for
different hydro plants, different (DFR) can be obtained.

It should be emphasized that the basic curve (DTC) can be rear-
ranged to simulate both different simulation times and variations
in an active power load. Supposing for example the simulation time
is equal to T ¼ 100 s and DPL ¼ 0:2 pu, then the new basic (DTC) is
obtained from time simulating of basic plant considering
T ¼ 60 s;DPL ¼ 0:2 pu and h ¼ 0:05�60=100 ¼ 0:03 leading to 1800
elements. Fig. 21 displays the 1800 elements of DTC for T ¼ 100 s
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which has the same mode shape of Fig. 19 in a different time
simulation.
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